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Abstract 

This research focuses on specific models of health and illness, explored by many 

researchers across the world. The sequential variations and critic of each model is 

summed up by researcher and the relevant theoretical orientations of beta 

thalassemia major have been tried to integrate. Beta thalassemia major is a common 

genetic disorder, due to abnormalities in human globin (alpha or beta). The highest 

prevalence rate of disease has been seen in Saudi Arabia, Jordon, India, Bangladesh 

and Pakistan, due to repeated cousin marriages, strong beliefs of cultural and 

traditional practices and lack of knowledge for the prevention and management of 

beta thalassemia major. The focus of epidemiologists remained on genetic causes 

and ignored the social, cultural, religious and psychological factors which 

preponderate over biological aspects of health. The academician and health experts 

lacked to focus the theoretical orientations of beta thalassemia major, this paper 

elucidates the models of health and illness and provides and logical theoretical 

itinerary for beta thalassemia major. 
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Resumen 

Esta investigación se centra en modelos específicos de salud y enfermedad, 
explorados por muchos investigadores en todo el mundo. El investigador resume las 
variaciones secuenciales y la crítica de cada modelo y se ha intentado integrar las 
orientaciones teóricas relevantes de la beta talasemia mayor. La beta talasemia 
mayor es un trastorno genético común, debido a anormalidades en la globina 
humana (alfa o beta). La mayor tasa de prevalencia de la enfermedad se ha visto en 
Arabia Saudita, Jordon, India, Bangladesh y Pakistán, debido a los repetidos 
matrimonios de primos, las fuertes creencias de las prácticas culturales y 
tradicionales y la falta de conocimiento para la prevención y el manejo de la beta 
talasemia mayor. El foco de los epidemiólogos se mantuvo en las causas genéticas e 
ignoró los factores sociales, culturales, religiosos y psicológicos que prevalecen 
sobre los aspectos biológicos de la salud. El académico y los expertos en salud 
carecían de un enfoque en las orientaciones teóricas de la beta talasemia mayor, este 
documento aclara los modelos de salud y enfermedad y proporciona un itinerario 
teórico lógico para la beta talasemia mayor. 

Palabras clave: refugiados, beta talasemia mayor, sociología, salud, 
enfermedad, biopsicosocial
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eta Thalassemia Major is a commonly known genetic disorder, 

which occurs due to the abnormality of beta-globin gene in human 

body and it transmits from parents to the children by biological 

means (Galanello & Origa, 2010). The disease has become a public health 

problem across the world and especially in traditional and culturally oriented 

societies (Mufti et al., 2015), because of numerous social, cultural and 

religious practices such as; consanguinity (Khan et al., 2015), religious 

restrictions for the management and prevention of disease, lack of 

knowledge and access to the scientific health management tools (Ghafoor, 

2016). It is also evident that due to this genetic disorder; parents, families 

and thalassemia patients have to face substantial amount of psychological 

and social estrangements e.g. social isolation, stigmatization, loneliness, 

weak social interaction, depression, anxiety and pessimism (Khurana et al., 

2006).  

The scholars and academicians have made enormous efforts to study the 

etiological and biological aspects of beta thalassemia major (Origa et al., 

2005) but there are some theoretical gaps in the context of social, cultural 

and psychological explanations of the disease which have not been 

concealed due to lack of theoretical orientation of beta thalassemia major.  

The present study steered to incorporate the dominant models of health and 

illness to make a logical and theoretical context of beta thalassemia major in 

the field of health sociology. The models of health and illness have been 

reviewed by researchers and their basic explanations, criticisms and 

relevancies with beta thalassemia major have been tried to be summed up in 

this research paper. 

  

Beta Thalassemia Major; Evidences from Pakistan 

 

The number of beta thalassemia major’s cases are growing day by day in 

Pakistan, approximately 5 to 9 thousand thalassemic children born every 

year (although the registered data is not available) (Hassan et al., 2019). The 

prevalence of this genetic disorder can be grasped across the world and 

especially in traditional and culturally dominated societies such as Pakistan, 

India, Bangladesh, Iran and Saudi Arabia (Hossain et al., 2020). The 

significant reasons for the higher prevalence of this genetic disorder are 

B 
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repeated cousin marriages (Khalid et al., 2019), lack of knowledge and 

awareness (of couples and families including general masses) regarding 

prevention of the disease (Naseem et al., 2008) and religious conformity 

(Arif et al., 2008), which do not allow people to adopt the scientific 

management practices. The studies conducted in the field of medical and 

social epistemology ignored the importance of such socio-cultural 

(knowledge, awareness, consanguinity and endogamy) and religious (false 

religious beliefs regarding marriage practices, abortion, prevention and 

management of the disease) aspects of the disease due to absence of 

conceptual and theoretical connotations, which can articulate these aspects.   

Study’s Framework  

The present study is a qualitative systematic review of scholarly articles 

related to ‘Beta Thalassemia Major” “Sociology of Health and Illness” 

“Models of Health and Illness” and “Sociological Analysis of Health and 

Illness”. The study aimed to incorporate the theoretical elucidation for beta 

thalassemia major and for this purpose we reviewed 187 research articles 

(published during 2000 to 2019). The selection of articles for analysis was 

initially based on the relevancy of title while, at the second stage the 

abstracts of selected articles were screened and finally the full articles were 

included or excluded. The study is based on systematic review of 50 articles, 

which were fully corroborated for detailed analysis (the statistical techniques 

or meta-analysis was not applied).  

Models of Health and Illness 

The numbers of health models are developed by sociologist, psychologist 

and health professionals to expose the cause and consequences of health and 

illness. These theorist and researchers intended to explain social (Hughes & 

Paterson, 2006; Shakespeare & Watson, 1997), cultural (Jegede, 2002; 

Wong & King, 2007), psychological and ecological (Coreil, 2010; Murray & 

Chamberlain, 1999; Willig, 2000), as well as biomedical explanations of 

health and illness (Farre & Rapley, 2017).  
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The prominent approaches in the field of health and illness gained a 

significance influence of biomedical and social vindications. Although these 

two approaches have significant differences with each other’s, in terms of 

their examination, explanation and interpretation of disease and health. 

According to World Health Organization, health is defined as a state of 

being fit and well along with mental reasoning (WHO, 2005). In views of  

(Blaxter, 2004), 

if a person can easily perform his/her daily activities e.g. performing 

household tasks and managing and participating in social 

gatherings, the state of robustness reveals he/she is healthy (p.122).  

 

The most commonly found scientific and theoretical constructions of 

health are listed below. 

Biomedical Model of Health and Illness  

 

From most of the earlier explanations of health and illness, in the field of 

medical sociology biomedical model is instigator (Alonso, 2004). The model 

remained highly appreciated and followed by social and medical scientist 

during 1900s in Western Societies. In the view of biomedical model of 

health and illness, the complete functioning and malfunctioning of a body 

depends upon the biological explanations. The estimation of this model 

suggested that fixing biological issues by treating people through surgeries, 

using medicines and drugs for different therapies can ensure health and 

diminish illness (Minaire, 1992). Later on, with the emergence of different 

environmental, social and psychological explanations of health and illness, 

this model was criticized by many researchers (Adibi, 2014; Fertonani et al., 

2015; Smart, 2006). 

In many of the researchers’ view, the absence of illness is defined as 

health (Calnan, 1987; Hughner & Kleine, 2004; Williams, 1983), however 

many other lay perceptions have been seen by considering health as a 

relative phenomenon, that truly depends on the experiences and evaluations 

made by individuals and considered the state as health or not by means of 

their age, gender, social status and medical conditions. For those, who 
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measured health on these lay perceptions, conceptualized health as only the 

absence of any physical problems which interfere their daily lives activities 

(Bury, 2005). 

The explanation made by Baggott (2004) about the biomedical model 

depends on the physical functioning of an individual, if an individual is 

physically performing well he/she must be considered as healthy and the 

explanation of bad health can be described as the presence of any disease or 

illness, resulting physical malfunctioning due to any injury or infection. Bio-

medical model ignores the social and psychological factors and keep its 

focus on medical and biological changes which can be measured and defined 

in isolation. These biological and medical factors are failed to explain the 

complete state of health or illness because their elucidation depends on 

dysfunction of the organ or tissue of the body instated of overall condition of 

the patient (quality of life, wellbeing, adjustment and other social, 

psychological and mental aspects of health. The core of biomedical model 

entails a specific etiology e.g. every disease is/can be caused by the germs, 

bacteria or any kind of parasite (Seale, 2003). 

An important illustration about biomedical model is based on its generic 

nature, which explains that each disease either viral, genetic or by any mean 

is based on the participles of universalism (Fischer, 2009). The approach 

ignores the cultural and social explanation and construction of health by 

believing in the biological agentic nature of health (Farmer et al., 2012).  

Denigration of this explanation is based on the idea of cultural variations to 

explain health and illness and the changing definition of any disease with the 

passage of time. Usually, it can be comprehended that what is seen as illness 

in any particular societies, at the given period of time, depends on social and 

cultural contextualization’s (Naidoo & Wills, 2016). 

Another approach of biomedicine is supported by the spat of measurable 

biotic variables and perceived illness; as a deviation from normal range. The 

psychological abnormalities and impacts are the counter arguments for this 

explanation because of varying nature of mental and psychological factors of 

emotional and psychological disorders (Engel, 1978). It is also believed by 

health sociologists and psychologists that; mental abnormalities and 

emotional disorders often remain unclear and cannot be generalized on the 

principles of normality. Medical scientists have realized that human 
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behaviors are not universal, and illness or health cannot be perceived 

universally (Cockerham & Cockerham, 2014). It has also been realized by 

many researches of medical sciences, that human organism diverges in terms 

of structural and functional patterns and even the genetic variations remain 

unclear (Heylighen, 1999).  

Having a strong belief on neutrality and objectivism, medical theories 

perceived individual as a product of biological progression. According to the 

biological naturalistic and objectivist; individual have little control over their 

lives and on the construction of health (Crawford, 2006). In the view of 

naturalistic and objective orientation of health and illness, as the biomedical 

model emphasizes, individuals remain unable to construct or contribute in 

the construction of health or illness (Crawford, 2006). The only explanation 

of health or illness remains on biological explanations, without considering 

the social, cultural and psychological causes. The critics have carped this 

argument of neutrality because there are various dictating forces in terms of 

social, cultural and political conducts which shape and effect the human 

health and illness. Being unhealthy could be the result of these (social, 

political/administrative and cultural) factors and practices (Harley et al., 

2011; Williams, 1995).  

In contemporary debates of biomedicine and biomedical, it has been 

acknowledged by health experts and researchers that there are multiple 

approaches for the interpretation of health and illness, instead of having a 

robust deem on biological determinism and value of neutrality (Müller, 

2019). These multiple approaches include: social and psychological causes, 

anxiety, depression, cultural practices and different environmental factors 

(Noar et al., 2008). Current debates have incorporated the multidimensional 

approaches and their interrelatedness for the explanation and investigation of 

health and illness (Chenier, 1997). Biomedical model focuses on the 

quantification and treatment of any particular disease by means of only 

medications and clinical trials and due to this narrow and reductionist slant, 

it has been highly criticized by the social and environmental scientists  

because this approach perceives health as only the absence of any 

indisposition (Alberts et al., 2014; Engel, 1977).  
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Social Model of Health 

After the dominant criticism over the biomedical model in the 21st Century, 

the literature drew attention of health experts and medical scientists to 

integrate social causes for the exoneration of health and illness. Social 

narratives were highlighted the cultural, religious, communal and familial 

practices, which shape the health of any individual and the practices to avoid 

ill health. The social conceptions included health and hygiene, marriages 

practices, psychological aspects and health disparities (Novotný et al., 2018), 

instead of only focusing on medicines and clinical experiments, which were 

dominant in earlier model (biomedical model). The social model included 

the social and cultural variations for the construction of health and explained 

health as a continuous process of individual, cultural and social practices 

(Fried et al., 2004). From Weberian explanation of life chances and choices 

(Cockerham et al., 1993) to sick role of (Parsons, 1951), health and illness 

have been conceptualized differently across the world (Larson, 1999) and 

the universal agreement on the definition of health is still debate (Zautra et 

al., 2010) because the social and cultural practices and understandings are 

not identical.  

The social model interprets biological mechanisms in terms of social 

causes and constructs health or being unhealthy is based on social 

explanations. The model contextualizes health as an amalgamation of social 

factors including socio-economic status, cultural practices, sanitation and 

hygiene.  The proponents of the social model (Anastasiou & Kauffman, 

2011; Ghaemi, 2009) have accentuated to include social aspects e.g. poverty, 

awareness, parental practices, ethnic and cultural practices and religious 

beliefs to be cuddled for the understanding of health and illness. Social 

model also allowed mental and psychological factors to be given share in its 

core domain because these (mental and psychological) aspects either become 

causes or consequences of any disease (Kawachi & Berkman, 2001).  

Bio-psychosocial Model  

 

Another major theoretical and practical contribution by many researchers 

(Engel, 1978, 1981, 1982) in sociology of health and illness is the bio-
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psychosocial model of health and illness. Bio-psychosocial model is known 

as the extension of the former model (biomedical). This model is also known 

as a multi-factorial approach of health and illness because it includes 

biological, psychological and social aspects, implicated with a patient’s 

health status (Alonso, 2004; Havelka et al., 2009). This multidimensional 

approach of health and illness is characterized based on:  

1. biological factors (genes and chromosomes) 

2. behavioral/psychological factors (life styles, stress management practices, 

health believes etc.)  

3. social factors (cultural, religious life histories, social relations and social 

support etc.).  

It includes social, psychological and biological factors that influence 

health, unlike biomedical model that only theorizes and measures health, 

illness and practices based on genetic and biological aspects. 

 

Web of Causation  

 

The major contribution by epidemiologist was to develop the web of 

causation approach also known as agent host model, which is an 

epidemiological model of health and illness and views the disease as a result 

of an intricate set-up of interviewing risk factors between the agents, the host 

and the environment (Norell, 1984). This model includes the elements of 

environment such as unhygienic living conditions, pollution, problems of 

sanitations, contaminated water and food and industrial chemicals which are 

responsible for spreading the virus of any disease and due to the carless 

practices and unhygienic living environment, the inhabitant of polluted 

environment become vulnerable towards unhealth life style.  and the 

individual become recipient for being careless or unaware of health 

standards (MacMahon et al., 1960). The model emphasizes on healthy 

environment and precautionary individual’s practices by protecting and 

cleaning their own surroundings. The ideal health standards can be ensuring 

by avoiding the unhealthy practices, protecting environment and ensuring 

the standardized practices of quality of life by the individual.  
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Ecological model  

 

The ecological model is derived from the broad field of human ecology, 

which studies the interrelationship of human interaction, social organization, 

and the natural environment. It relates the quality of life to the development 

of ecological resources at a population level, in terms of addressing the 

environmental impact of urban and rural settlements, industry, technology, 

and culture. Ecological model of health has a similarity with agent host 

model, because both include the environment as an element to ensure health 

state of any individual (Reifsnider et.al., 2005; Salliset al., 2015). 

 

New public health 

 

The contemporary approach in the field of sociology of health and illness is 

the emergence of new public health approach (Baum, 1998). This model of 

health that links the traditional public health concerns of sanitation, hygienic 

practices, clean air and water with the social, cultural, behavioral and 

political-economic factors that affect people’s health. It directs attention to 

the prevention of illness trough community participation and social reforms 

that address living and working conditions. Instead of merely focusing on 

individual factors, the new public health model indicates a broader range of 

social, political, historical and economic forces of health’s production and 

distribution (Frenk, 1993). The model focuses on policies and behaviors 

which changes the health practices of communities (Fielding et al., 2010).  

The Limits of Medicine 

Although biomedical model of health and illness significantly contributed in 

the field of health and illness especially the treatment, causes and prevention 

of diseases. Whereas, a very significant criticism can be found on bio-

medical model with reference to the point of view of social and 

psychological researchers and philosophers. They pointed out that 

biomedical model ignored social, behavioral and psychological parameters 

and aspects of health and illness. Neglecting these factors, an individual 

cannot understand the complexities of health and illness. One of the major 
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criticisms on bio-medical, pointed out that, the causation of disease does not 

always mean the interaction (Dubos, 1987). The prevalence of disease is 

based on multiple factors, that can be physical, psychological (stress) and 

related to practices (food and nutrition). Another major criticism on bio-

medical model is reductionism (Mehta, 2011). 

In the view of many researchers (Daniels, 1989; Gifford, 2016), bio-

medical model focuses on smaller units (e.g. cells, biological organism) and 

completely ignores the general and holistic aspects such as social and 

psychological. Reductionism also lead to biological determinism and 

according to this point of view, determinism and explanation of health and 

illness is based on the biologically determined factors (chromosomes, 

hormones and genes), while many aspects of life, such as happiness, 

psychological and emotional disorders, anxiety, depression and even many 

genetic disorders are based on social and cultural practices rather than solely 

depending on biological factors (Germov, 2014). 

In sum, biomedical model is highlighted by its nature of victim blaming. 

As it creates culpability for any sick individual among other members of 

his/her community by considering the individual a sole cause of his/her 

disease and ignore all other social facets by which a disease can prevail. 

Because of many social, economic, religious and cultural practices, attitudes 

and believes, biomedical model face a very strong criticism by social 

researchers (Broom & Adams, 2016; Geist & Dreyer, 1993; Lyman, 1989). 

Due to the widespread criticism on biomedical model of health and illness, 

medical and social researchers developed varieties of new models and 

frameworks to explain and contextualize health and illness. The significant 

models in the field of health and illness other than biomedical interpretations 

include; social model, bio-psychosocial model, web of causation, ecological 

and new public health model of health and illness. These models 

significantly highlighted the environmental, social, ecological, cultural and 

psychological aspects of health and construction of health and illness.  

 

Social Construction of Health and Illness 

 

Sociology of health and illness seeks to examine the effect of social aspects 

such as caste, class, ethnicities, marriage patterns, socio-economic status, 
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family systems and socio-political conditions on health of any society (Sharf 

& Vanderford, 2003). In the discussion of health sociology, sociologists 

have tried to incorporate the aspects of social pathologies, health seeking 

behaviours, individual and collective communal practices, to understand any 

disease (Conrad & Barker, 2010).  

In the view of (Fleming & Parker, 2015), health or absence of health is 

not merely the attribute of biological or natural aspects (p. 27), social 

researches found the contribution of socio-economic status, cultural believes 

and practices (consanguinity, stigmatization and marriage patterns) and the 

values (cast system, ethnic preferences etc.) which have a greater influence 

over the assertion of being healthy or not. In the diverse definitions of 

Sociology of health (Mattlin, 2018) focused on three major domains in the 

field of health and illness: the first one is the conceptualization of health, 

second is the study of measurement and social distribution of health and 

third is known as the justification of the patterns in health and illness. 

Furthermore, there is a significant difference between medical sociology 

(that focuses on epidemiological demeanors, health institutions and 

dexterities of medical practitioners) and sociology of health and illness 

(Nettleton, 2006) because sociology of health and illness includes social, 

cultural, economic and political facets, which influence the health practices, 

statuses and focus on underlying causes of any disease (p,13).  

Sociology of health and illness swathes the ecological and environmental 

causes of an illness and attitudes and perceptions on individuals towards the 

understanding and precautions of any disease. It also focuses on 

psychological and emotional problems, allied with the jounce of any mental 

or psychological malady. Unlike studying or researching the specific extent 

of any disease, sociology of health and illness have a holistic view to study 

the collective effects and cardinal geneses (social, psychological, cultural, 

political and emotional) of any scrupulous disease (McKee, 1988). 

Conceptualization of health and illness varies from the point of view of 

different schools, the conventional approaches to health and illness focus on 

biological and behavioural explanations and construction of health and 

illness (Arber, 1987). However the formation of health and illness is based 

on many social factors, e.g. class differences, awareness, knowledge, 

attitudes, perceptions, practices, socio-economic status, gender, race and 
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ethnicity (Merrild et al., 2016). Because of all these social aspects, 

researchers focused to find out the social causes and consequences of many 

chronic disease and genetic disorders. The individualistic approaches tend to 

focus on and alter the life styles and practices, which are prone to the 

propagation of many genetic disorders i.e. thalassemia.  

 

Theoretical Construction of Beta Thalassemia Major 

 

As identified by (Goffman, 1963), a person becomes stigmatized based on 

an attribute, that negatively effects his/her social interaction with rest of the 

community or society (p. 138). In the view of (Goffman, 1986), stigma is 

classified into three major forms. A first factor is any kind of physical 

disability of body image while the second explanation of stigma is, any kind 

of individual characteristic (e.g. mental and psychological abnormality) and 

lastly, he proposed that tribal factors such as race, gender, cast, religion and 

ethnicity also endorse stigma.  

It has been explored by many researchers (Anum & Dasti, 2016) that 

patients and families of thalassemia are usually pilloried, particularly 

because of tribal factors. Mostly these individuals (patients of thalassemia 

disease) are called and pronounced as thalassemic (being labeled based on 

their disease). Social isolation and exclusion from communal activities are 

hard facts, often faced by the parents and families of sick children due to 

their disease. In many cases, mothers suffer severe mental and psychological 

stress and face social pressure due to the illness of their child (Arbabisarjou 

et al., 2015).  

In Pakistan, where the patriarchal family structure is excursed 

overpoweringly, and women must face a strong level of criticism and 

stigmatization for giving birth to a child with any genetic disorder like 

thalassemia. The ideas of victim blaming and self-blaming (Shiloh, 2006) 

become germane in the context of thalassemia because parents of 

thalassemic children indict themselves for being the cause of thalassemia 

(Murphy, 2005).  

The application of bio-psychosocial model in thalassemia can interpret 

the biological factors related to the thalassemia in the context of genetic 

vulnerability, disability and physical health while social factors includes 
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awareness and knowledge about the disease and cultural practices for the 

understanding and propagation of thalassemia. Reviewing the literature 

showed that psychological aspects are only measured as impact of 

thalassemia on patients and their families (Baraz et al., 2016; Behdani et al., 

2015; Mansoor et al., 2018), however genetic abnormalities (Brancaleoni et 

al., 2016; de Dreuzy et al., 2016) and socio-cultural factors (Sarvestani et al., 

2019; Seyedifar et al., 2016) are the major risk factors of thalassemia 

propagation. 

Sociological Analysis of Beta Thalassemia Major 

Over the period, medical sociology morphed into the specific discipline 

known as sociology of health and illness and social scientists considered 

medicines too restrictive as an indicator of the sociological interest in health 

realm (Bloom et al., 2002; Conrad, 2008). A shift in the field of medicines 

and then into medical sociology can be seen by the critics on epidemiologist 

and medical sociologist who were researching and analyzing health and 

illness on solely clinical parameters. Ignoring social, psychological and 

cultural factors allied with health and illness caused seriousness in failure of 

finding the risk factors and basis of many chronic genetic disorders, 

including thalassemia. The remarkable efforts of social scientists in 

determining the social factors as underpinning with health and illness 

develop independent discipline- Sociology of Health and Illness. 

Perceiving health and illness with perspective of sociology became more 

distinctive after the contribution of American Sociologist Charles Wright 

Mills (1916–62), who used a very idiosyncratic term “Sociological 

Imagination” to describe any social aspect of human life with the lens of 

sociology. This method provides an in-depth and a very comprehensive 

understanding of social life. The perspective enables us to understand social 

problems, their possible causes and proposed solution to avoid future 

incongruities. Whereas thalassemia as a major public health problem across 

the globe and particularly in Pakistan, required social understanding, 

remedies and solution rather than focusing on biomedical, because it has 

more to deal with social aspects of life. 
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The Australian sociologist Evan Willis suggests that the sociological 

imagination consists of four interrelated parts. The intension, to apply these 

aspects to gain understanding of thalassemia as a public health problem, 

existing across the world can be traced and explored with the lens of 

sociology (Willis, 1993). 

1. Historical factors: How the past influences the present (family history 

of the patients and inheritance leads to the higher propagation of 

thalassemia) 

2. Cultural factors: How culture impacts on our lives (consanguinity, 

religiousity, stigmatization and termination of pregnancy) 

3. Structural factors: How particular forms of social organization affect 

our lives (treatment cost, hospital expenditures, blood transfusion) 

4. Critical factors: How we can improve our social environment 

(awareness level of the respondents about prenatal and post marriage 

screening, knowledge about the disease and its preventive measures 

can reduce the prevailing condition of thalassemia across the world 

and especially in Pakistan) 

Conclusion 

 

Beta thalassemia major is a prevailing public health problem across the 

world and especially in developing countries.  The prominent social factors 

(lack of knowledge and awareness about prevention and management of the 

disease, denial of pre/postnatal screening practices and genetic counselling), 

cultural factors (consanguinities, ethnic preferences for marriage, blind 

religious beliefs and role of patriarchy) propagates this genetic ailment. The 

disease pretense a strong psychological and social impact on the families, 

parents and sick children. The biological explanations (abnormalities in 

hemoglobin) are prime causes but the generic nature of social, cultural and 

religious aspects also required an academic deportment to be incorporated, 

while researching beta thalassemia major. Due to lack of theoretical 

orientations, researchers left leaved gray areas for suggesting theoretical 

construction of beta thalassemia major. With this aim, the present study 

includes bio-psychosocial model as a theoretical framework to identify the 
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social, cultural, economic and disease allied risk factors of beta thalassemia 

major, while the psychological factors are considered as an impact on 

patients and their families because these factors do not prompt thalassemia, 

yet impose a significant effect on quality of life, social adjustment and 

wellbeing of parents and patients. It is also evident that even though the 

social and psychological narrations have been widely accepted by the 

researches and experts but still there is a debate and a negative argument 

prevails against these psychosocial explanations of health and illness. 
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